
PS-K, Portable Scoreboard for
KARATE  (Art.162-2017) - Tabletop Portable
Scoreboard for KARATE with WKF rules.

Karate portable scoreboard indicated for sports or training.

FEATURES

PS-K is a karate portable scoreboard ideal for karate tournaments
and it is also indicated for sports or training with Action/Pause
sequences such as boxing, taekwondo, spinning, etc..

Height of digits: 9cm, easily visible for over 30m.•   
Scores: YUKO, WAZA-ARI, IPPON, for adding +1, +2 or +3
points respectively. SENSHU displayed in the tens digit.

•   

Cautions/Penalties: CAT1 and CAT2.•   
Contest time programmable. Acoustic signal to indicate
"xx seconds to the end" (ATOSHI BARAKU programmable)
and the end of contest time.

•   

10 seconds Timer used when the combatant fall to the
ground. Acoustic signal to allert "x seconds before to get
the 10 seconds" (programmable).

•   

Acoustic signal automatic to the end of the time and to
the pre-end warnings, programmable with 3 different types
of sound and 3 levels of volume.

•   

Training mode: programming of "action-pause"
sequences by the setting of the Action time, Pause time
and Number of sequences; useful for kick-boxing, boxing,
fitness environments, etc..

•   

Casing: light, resistant and easily transportable.•   
Console with bright display behind the scoreboard for
easy table use. Dirt-proof and waterproof membrane
keyboard.

•   

Out/In serial ports for linking various scoreboards in
cascade and for a variety of displays in different positions
and angles.

•   

Power supply: the PS-K is provided with a
100-240V/12VDC AC Power Adaptor; the type of plug can
be specified when ordering.  Power can also be supplied
using an external rechargeable battery (see Optional
Accessories, Item 828).

•   

Dimensions and weight: 55x35x9.5cm, 3.6kg.•   

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

Art.167 Carrying case
The carrying case may also house the battery (Art.828)
and the battery charger (Art.169).

•   

For the battery power supply:

Art.828 Rechargeable battery 12V/6-7Ah.  The average
duration of the battery is from 10 to 12 hours.

•   

Art.169 Battery Charger 100-240V/13.8VDC 1.5A•   

Art.162-2017
PS-K Karate Portable Scoreboard with
WKF rules.
Size: 55x35x9,5cm. - Weight: 3.6kg.

Art.167
Transport case (60x40cm)
Size: 60x40x13.5cm. - Weight: 2.5kg.

Art.828
RECHARGEABLE BATTERY 12V/7Ah with
connectors
Size: 15.5x12.5x9cm. - Weight: 2.7kg.

Art.169
BATTERY CHARGER 100-240V/13,8Vdc
1,5A
For battery art.828
Weight: 0.32kg.

Art.859
Cable for DATA-LINE port, 15m long
Weight: 0.2kg.

Art.859A
Cable for DATA-LINE port, 30m long
Weight: 0.45kg.
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